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Prolegomenon

Author’s Note:
The selected background materials presented in this edition include several short essays
as well as excerpts from, or summaries of, longer articles or book chapters published
during the period 2003-2006 and relating to technology, security, and privacy.
In particular, the selections and excerpts presented here focus on the technologies of
automated data analysis (including “data mining” in both its popular usage and its more
technical sense) and their application to counterterrorism and intelligence.
Although each selection provides a slightly different perspective or emphasizes a
particular aspect of these issues, several thematic points are repeated throughout,
including:
•

Security and liberty are not dichotomous rivals to be traded one for another but rather
are dual obligations, each to be maximized within the constraints of the other,

•

Technology development is not deterministic, but it is inevitable (that is, we face a
certain future of more data availability and more sophisticated analytic tools),

•

Political strategies premised on outlawing particular technologies or techniques, or
seeking to constrain their use through laws alone, are second-best – and ultimately
futile – strategies that will result in little security and brittle privacy protections, and

•

Technology cannot itself either provide security or insure privacy, however, properly
employed, it can help better allocate security resources and, properly designed, it can
enable familiar, existing civil liberty protecting mechanisms, procedures, and
doctrines (or their analogues) to function.

Providing both security and liberty requires a more informed policy debate in which the
nature of the new challenges to traditional civil liberties doctrine is better understood, and
where the security strategies to be employed are examined within the construct of the
dual obligation to provide both security and liberty. Security and liberty are not
competing rivals to be “balanced” but rather vital interests to be reconciled.
K. A. Taipale
New York
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Abstract and Executive Summary of:
Data Mining and Domestic Security:
Connecting the Dots to Make Sense of Data
5 COLUM. SCI. & TECH. L. REV. 2 (Dec. 2003)

K. A. Taipale *

ABSTRACT:
Official U.S. Government policy calls for the research, development and implementation
of advanced information technologies for aggregating and analyzing data, including data
mining, in the effort to protect domestic security. Civil libertarians and libertarians alike
have decried and opposed these efforts as an unprecedented invasion of privacy and a
threat to our freedoms.
This article examines data aggregation and automated analysis, particularly data mining,
and related privacy concerns in the context of employing these techniques in domestic
security. The purpose of this article is not to critique or endorse any particular proposed
use of these technologies but, rather, to inform the debate by elucidating the intersection
of technology potential and development with legitimate privacy concerns. It is a
premise of this article that security and privacy are dual obligations, not dichotomous
rivals to be traded one for the other. "In a liberal republic, liberty presupposes security;
the point of security is liberty."
Thus, this article argues that security with privacy can be achieved by employing value
sensitive technology development strategies that take privacy concerns into account
during development, in particular, by building in rule-based processing, selective
revelation, and strong credential and audit features. This article does not argue that these
technical features alone can eliminate privacy concerns but, rather, that these features can
enable familiar, existing privacy protecting oversight and control mechanisms,
procedures and doctrines (or their analogues) to be applied in order to control the use of
these new technologies.
*

Mr. Taipale is the founder and executive director of the Center for Advanced Studies in Science
and Technology Policy, a senior fellow at the World Policy Institute, and an adjunct professor of law at
New York Law School.
The Center for Advanced Studies in Science and Technology Policy is a private, non-partisan
research and advisory organization focused on information, technology, and national security policy.
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Further, this article argues that not proceeding with government funded research and
development of these technologies (in which political oversight can incorporate privacy
protecting features into the design of these technologies) will ultimately lead to a
diminution in privacy protection as alternative technologies developed without oversight
(in classified government programs or proprietary commercial programs) are employed in
the future since those technologies may lack the technical features to protect privacy
through legal and procedural mechanisms. Thus, the recent defunding of DARPA's
Information Awareness Office and its Terrorism Information Awareness program and
related projects is likely to turn out to be a pyrrhic 'victory' for civil liberties as this
program provided a focused opportunity around which to publicly debate the rules and
procedures for the future use of these technologies and, importantly, to oversee the
development of the appropriate technical features required to support any concurred upon
implementation or oversight policies to protect privacy.
Even if it were possible, controlling technology through law alone, for example, by
outlawing the use of certain technologies or shutting down any particular research
project, is likely to provide little or no security and only brittle privacy protection.

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY:
Vast Data Volumes Exceed Analytic Resources
Recent reports by the U.S. Congress, the National Research Council, the Markle
Foundation and others have highlighted that the amount of available data to be analyzed
for domestic security purposes exceeds the capacity to analyze it. Further, these reports
identify a failure to use information technology to effectively address this problem.
"While technology remains one of this nation's greatest advantages, it has not
been fully and effectively applied in support of U. S. counter-terrorism efforts."
Among the recommendations put forth in these reports are the increased use of data
aggregation (information sharing) and automated analysis (in particular data mining)
technologies.
Data Aggregation and Automated Analysis
Data aggregation (including data integration and data sharing) is intended to overcome
the "stovepipe" nature of existing datasets. Research here is focused on making
information available to analysts regardless of where it is located or how it is structured.
A threshold issue that has technical, security and privacy implications is whether to
aggregate data in a centralized data warehouse or to access information directly in
distributed databases.
Automated data analysis (including data-mining) is intended to turn low-level data,
usually too voluminous to understand, into higher forms (information or knowledge) that
-2-
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might be more compact (for example, a summary), more abstract (for example, a
descriptive model), or more useful (for example, a predictive model).
"A key problem [for using data mining for counter-terrorism] is to identify highlevel things – organizations and activities – based on low-level data – people,
places, things and events."
The application of data aggregation and automated analysis technologies to domestic
security is the attempt to "make sense of data" by automating certain analytic tasks to
allow for better and more timely analysis of existing datasets in order to prevent terrorist
acts by identifying and cataloging various threads and pieces of information that may
already exist but remain unnoticed using traditional means, and to develop predictive
models based on known or unknown patterns to identify additional people, objects or
actions that are deserving of further resource commitment or law enforcement attention.
Compounding the problem in domestic security applications is that relevant data (that is,
information about terrorist organizations and activities) is hidden within vast amounts of
irrelevant data and appears innocuous (or at least ambivalent) when viewed in isolation.
Individual data items – relating to people, places and events, even if identified as relevant
– are essentially meaningless unless viewed in context of their relation to other data
points. It is the network or pattern itself that must be identified, analyzed and acted upon.
Thus, there are three discrete applications for automated analysis in the context of
domestic security:
♦ first, subject-oriented link analysis, that is, automated analysis to learn more about
a particular data subject, their relationships, associations and actions;
♦ second, pattern-analysis (or data mining in the narrow sense), that is, automated
analysis to develop a descriptive or predictive model based on discovered
patterns; and,
♦ third, pattern-matching, that is, automated analysis using a descriptive or
predictive model (whether itself developed through automated analysis or not)
against additional datasets to identify other related (or "like") data subjects
(people, places, things, relationships, etc.).
Because spectacular terrorist events may be too rare or infrequent for automated analysis
to extract useful patterns, the focus of these techniques in counter terrorism is to identify
lower level, frequently repeated events (for example, illegal immigration, money
transfers, front businesses and recruiting activity) that together may warrant further
attention or resource commitment.
Thus, data aggregation and automated analysis are not substitutes for human analytic
decision-making, rather, they are tools that can help manage vast data volumes and
potentially identify relational networks that may remain hidden to traditional analysis. If

-3-
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successful, these technologies can help allocate available domestic security resources to
more likely targets.
Privacy Concerns
Because data aggregation and automated analysis technologies can cast suspicion based
on recognizing relationships between individually innocuous data, they raise legitimate
privacy concerns. However, much of the public debate regarding the potential use of
these technologies is overshadowed by simplifications, misunderstandings and
misrepresentations about what the technologies can do, how they are likely to be
employed and what actual affects their employ may have on privacy and security.
The significant privacy concerns relating to these technologies are primarily of two kinds:
those that arise from the aggregation (or integration) of data itself and those that arise
from the automated analysis of data that may not be based on any individualized
suspicion – the former might be called the database problem and the latter the mining
problem.
The database problem is implicated in subject-based inquiries that access distributed
databases to find more information about a particular subject. To the extent that
maintaining certain government inefficiencies helps protect individual rights from
centralized state power, the primary privacy question involved in aggregation is one of
increased government efficiency.
The mining problem is implicated in the use of pattern-matching inquiries, in which
profiles or models are run against data to identify unknown individuals. To some,
pattern-matching raises privacy issues relating to non-particularized suspicion in
violation of the Fourth Amendment.
Additional concerns are that the technology will not work for the intended purpose
(providing either a false sense of security by generating false negatives or imposing civil
liberties costs on too many innocent people by generating false positives), and that the
technology is subject to potential abuse or that it will be vulnerable to attack.
The issue of false positives and false negatives is not insignificant but is an issue of
efficacy and requires further research to determine whether an appropriate confidence
interval for counter terrorism applications can be achieved. The point of the research is
to find out if the technologies can work – if they cannot, other privacy concerns are moot
since the technologies will not be employed. If they can, then appropriate policies and
procedures to manage and compensate for error rates can be developed before
implementation.
Building in Technical Constraints
Assuming some acceptable baseline efficacy, it is the premise of this article that privacy
concerns relating to data aggregation and data mining in the context of domestic security
can be significantly mitigated by developing technologies that enable the application of
existing legal doctrines and related procedures to their use:
-4-
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♦ First, that rule-based processing and a distributed database architecture can
significantly ameliorate the general data aggregation problem by limiting the
scope of inquiry and the subsequent processing and use of data within policy
guidelines;
♦ Second, that selective revelation can reduce the non-particularized suspicion
problem, by requiring an articulated particularized suspicion and intervention of a
judicial procedure before identity is revealed; and
♦ Finally, strong credential and audit features and diversifying authorization and
oversight can make misuse and abuse "difficult to achieve and easy to uncover".
Further, this article contends that developing these features for use in domestic security
applications will lead to significant opportunities to enhance overall privacy protection
more broadly in the U.S. (and elsewhere) by making these technical procedures and
supporting features available for voluntary or legislated adoption in the private sector. In
addition, the development of these technologies will have significant beneficial "spillover" uses for commercial and scientific applications, including improved information
infrastructure security (better user authentication, encryption, and network security),
protection of intellectual property (through rule-based processing) and the reduction or
elimination of spam (through improved analytic filtering).
Overriding Principles
This article proffers certain guiding principles for the development and implementation
of these technologies:
First, that these technologies only be used as investigative, not evidentiary, tools
(that is, used as a predicate for further investigation not proof of guilt) and only
for investigations of activities about which there is a political consensus that
aggressive preventative strategies are appropriate (for example, counter-terrorism
and national security).
Second, that specific implementations be subject to strict congressional oversight
and review, be subject to appropriate administrative procedures within executive
agencies where they are to be employed, and be subject to appropriate judicial
review in accordance with existing due process doctrines.
And, third, that specific technical features that protect privacy by providing
opportunities for existing doctrines of due process and reinforcing procedures to
function effectively, including rule-based processing, selective revelation and
secure credentialing and tamper-proof audit functions, are developed and built
into the technologies.

-5-
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Article Structure
The Prelude and Introduction to this article contextualize the debate about the need for
and potential use of these technologies. Part I then provides a more detailed introduction
to data aggregation and analysis technologies, in particular, data mining. Part II
examines certain government initiatives, including TIA and CAPPS II, as paradigmatic
examples of development efforts in these areas. Part III outlines the primary privacy
concerns and the related legal framework. Part IV suggests certain technology
development strategies that could help ameliorate some of the privacy concerns. And,
Part V concludes by restating the overlying principles that should guide development in
these technologies.
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ABSTRACT

TECHNOLOGY, SECURITY AND PRIVACY:
THE FEAR OF FRANKENSTEIN, THE MYTHOLOGY
OF PRIVACY AND THE LESSONS OF KING LUDD
K. A. TAIPALE
This article suggests that the current public debate that
pits security and privacy as dichotomous rivals to be traded one
for another in a zero-sum game is based on a general
misunderstanding and apprehension of technology on the one
hand and a mythology of privacy that conflates secrecy with
autonomy on the other. Further, political strategies premised
on outlawing particular technologies or techniques or seeking to
constrain technology through laws alone are second-best – and
ultimately futile – strategies that will result in little security
and brittle privacy protection.
This article argues that civil liberties can best be
protected by employing value sensitive technology development
strategies in conjunction with policy implementations, not by
opposing technological developments or seeking to control the
use of particular technologies or techniques after the fact
through law alone. Value sensitive development strategies that
take privacy concerns into account during design and
development can build in technical features that can enable
existing legal control mechanisms and related due process
procedures for the protection of civil liberties to function.
This article examines how identification, data aggregation
and data analysis (including data mining), and collection
technologies intersect with security and privacy interests and
suggests certain technical features and strategies premised on
separating knowledge of behavior from knowledge of identity
based on the anonymization of data (for data sharing, matching
and analysis technologies) and the pseudonymization of identity
(for identification and collection technologies). Technical
requirements to support such strategies include rule-based
processing, selective revelation, and strong credential and audit.
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K. A. TAIPALE ∗
The public debate that pits security and privacy as dichotomous rivals to be traded
one for another in a zero-sum game is based on a general misunderstanding and
apprehension of technology on the one hand, and a mythology of privacy that
conflates secrecy with autonomy on the other.
Further, political strategies
premised on outlawing particular technologies or techniques or that seek to
constrain technology through laws alone are doomed ultimately to failure and will
result in little security and brittle privacy protection.
Security and privacy are not a balancing act but rather dual obligations of a liberal
democracy 1 that present a difficult problem for policy makers. Reconciling these
divergent needs requires that policy and technology be developed concurrently
and designed from the outset to work together. In a technologically mediated
information society, civil liberties can only be protected by employing value
sensitive technology development strategies 2 in conjunction with policy
implementations, not by opposing technological developments or seeking to
control the use of particular technologies or techniques after the fact through law
Kim Taipale, BA, JD (New York University), MA, EdM, LLM (Columbia University), is
the founder and executive director of the Center for Advanced Studies in Science and Technology
Policy. Mr. Taipale is also a senior fellow at the World Policy Institute and an adjunct professor
of law at New York Law School.
The author would like to thank the Yale Information Society Project and the organizers
of the Yale CyberCrime Conference 2004. A longer version of this chapter appears in 7 Yale J. L.
& Tech. 123; 9 Intl. J. Comm. L. & Pol'y 8 (Dec. 2004).
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alone. Development strategies that take privacy concerns into account during
design and development can build in technical features that enable existing legal
control mechanisms for the protection of civil liberties and due process to
function. 3
Code is not law, but code can bound what law, norms and market forces can
achieve. 4 Technology itself is neither the problem nor the solution, rather it
presents certain opportunities and potentials that enable or constrain public policy
choice. Technical features alone cannot eliminate privacy concerns, but by
incorporating such features into technological systems familiar due process
mechanisms are enabled.
This chapter examines how identification, data aggregation and analysis, and
collection technologies intersect with privacy and security, and suggests certain
technical features to help ameliorate concerns. It also proposes that strategies
premised on separating knowledge of behavior from knowledge of identity based
on the anonymization of data and the pseudonymization of identity can help
protect individual autonomy while still meeting security needs.
While I focus on the intersection of technology and domestic security in the
context of the ‘war on terrorism,’ 5 the analysis presented herein is applicable to
law enforcement more generally – subject, however, to certain caveats. In
particular, the lesser the crime targeted, the greater the hurdle for any new
technology or wider use that implicates those concerns.
It is beyond the scope of this chapter to attempt to delineate precisely where the
line between preemptive and reactive strategies is to be drawn. Post hoc analyses
of 9/11 have revealed that much relevant information existed but government

3

K. A. Taipale, Data Mining and Domestic Security: Connecting the Dots to Make Sense
of Data, 5 COLUM. SCI. & TECH. L. REV. 2 (2003); see also Paul Rosenzweig, Proposal for
Implementing the Terrorism Information Awareness System, 2 GEO. J. L. & PUB. POL'Y 169
(2004); ISAT 2002 Study, Security with Privacy, Dec. 13, 2002.
4

LAWRENCE LESSIG, CODE AND OTHER LAWS OF CYBERSPACE 3-8 (1999).

5

I use the phrase ‘war on terrorism’ throughout this chapter because it is the prevailing
metaphor. But cf. Terry Jones, Why Grammar is the First Casualty of War, London Daily
Telegraph, Dec. 1, 2001 (“How do you wage war on an abstract noun?”). And see GEORGE
LAKOFF & MARK JOHNSON, METAPHORS WE LIVE BY 3-6 (2003) (discussing how metaphors not
only affect how we communicate but actually structure our perceptions and understandings from
the outset).
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agencies were unable to "connect the dots." 6 It would be an unusual polity that
now demanded accountability from its representatives for being unable to connect
the dots to prevent terrorist acts yet denied them the available tools to do so,
particularly if there were to be another catastrophic event. Therefore, I start with
the assumption that there exists a political consensus for proactive investigative
strategies intended to prevent future acts of terrorism 7 and that we need to enlist
advanced information technology to help counter this threat. 8
At the same time, however, we must recognize that information technology can be
intrusive on certain privacy interests that protect individual freedom and political
autonomy, and are core to our political liberties. 9 Further, there is no
technological silver bullet that will provide absolute security (nor is there any
technical solution that will absolutely protect privacy). Technology alone is not a
solution to either problem; but neither are simple laws prohibiting the use of a
technology or technique sufficient in themselves.
Instead, some complex
socially-constructed system combining organizational structures, rules and
procedures, and technologies must be crafted. 10

[PAGES 8-4 through 8-34 DELETED]
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See National Commission on Terrorist Attacks Upon the United States, Final Report
(July 2004); Joint Inquiry Into the Intelligence Community Activities Before and After the
Terrorist Attacks of September 11, 2001 House Permanent Select Comm. on Intelligence & Senate
Select Comm. on Intelligence, H. Rep. No. 107-792, S. Rep. No. 107- 351 (2002).
7

See U.S. Department of Justice, Fact Sheet: Shifting from Prosecution to Prevention,
Redesigning the Justice Department to Prevent Future Acts of Terrorism (2002).
8

Markle Foundation, Creating a Trusted Network for Homeland Security: Second Report
of the Markle Foundation Task Force (2003); Markle Foundation, Protecting America's Freedom
in the Information Age: A Report of the Markle Foundation Task Force (2002); Committee on
Science and Technology for Countering Terrorism, National Research Council, Making the Nation
Safer: The Role of Science and Technology in Countering Terrorism (2002).
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See A LAN W ESTIN, PRIVACY AND FREEDOM (1967).
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The Privacy Divide
Reconciling competing interests in the privacy-security debate requires
determining under what circumstances (and following what procedures) identity
is to be associated with behavior or behavior with identity. The privacy divide is
the point where attribution of behavior and identity occurs. The key to
developing new information technologies and systems that can both improve
security and protect privacy is to design systems that allow for procedural
intervention and control at that point.
The question for both policy and systems development is when and under what
circumstances certain data attribution is to occur – simply put, when is an
individual to be associated with data representing their behavior or, conversely,
when is behavior (whether observed by physical surveillance or within data) to be
attributed to a specific individual.
A.

Controlling the Privacy Divide:
The Privacy Appliance as Metaphor

Conceptualizing and designing the appropriate mechanisms to exert control over
the privacy divide is the key issue for protecting privacy in networked information
systems. The policy challenge is to determine the rules and procedures governing
the divide, and the technical challenge is to build in technical features to execute
or enforce those rules and to manage accountability. The overall architecture
must include organizational, procedural, and technical features in a framework
that integrates these control requirements within business process needs.
The notion of a privacy appliance – that is, a technical systems component sitting
between the point of access and the data itself to enforce policy rules and provide
accountability – has been suggested. 11 Here I consider the privacy appliance as a
metaphor – that is, as an analytic device representing the need for policy
intervention in technical systems to enforce rules – rather than as a particular
technical device or application.
From a policy perspective, it is not necessary a priori to decide if the privacy
appliance should be a specific piece of hardware, for example, a firewall, or an
11

Adm. John Poindexter, Presentation at DARPAtech 2002 (Aug. 2, 2002).
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application, say an analytic filter, as its actual form of technical implementation is
secondary to understanding what business needs are to be supported. The point
for policy makers is to understand that intervention can happen at many different
points in the technical architecture, and can be subject to varying methods of
control. 12
For the policy maker, the privacy appliance represent the technical object to
enforce policy in systems, thus who controls them (for example, the party using
the data, the party supplying the data, a trusted or untrusted third party) and how
(through direct technical control, automated monitoring, control of audit or logs)
and subject to what general oversight and review (for example, executive,
legislative or judicial) are the pertinent policy questions.
For the technologist, understanding the policy needs forms the basis for
determining technical requirements. Together, policy needs and system design
form an enterprise architecture in which the information management, data,
systems, and technology architecture all support the overall business process
needs 13 – in this case, enabling certain security processes while still protecting
privacy interests.
Technical design strategies that emphasize anonymization of data for analysis and
pseudonymization of identity for identification and surveillance systems can
provide intervention points where due process procedures can function. Together
with strong user authentication and audit controls, these strategies can mediate
between distributed data sources (including collection sensors) and the analyst (at
any organizational level). Such procedures are dependant on organizational,
structural and technical design features functioning together to meet articulated
policy needs.
Anonymization of Data
An anonymous record is one in which the data cannot be associated with a
particular individual, either from the data itself, or by combining the transaction
12

See K. A. Taipale, Designing Technical Systems to Support Policy: Enterprise
Architecture, Policy Appliances, and Civil Liberties, in EMERGENT INFORMATION TECHNOLOGIES
AND ENABLING POLICIES FOR COUNTER TERRORISM (Robert Popp and John Yen, eds., WileyIEEE Press, Mar. 2006) (describing the use of policy appliance to enforce rules in technical
systems).
13

See generally HOWARD SMITH & PETER FINGAR, IT D OESN’T MATTER, BUSINESS
PROCESSES D O (2003).
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with other data. 14 Here traditional encryption strategies need to be distinguished
from truly anonymous procedures such as one-way hashing. With traditional
encryption strategies data is encrypted but can be decrypted with the use of a key.
An analogy would be handing over data in a locked box. Theoretically, encrypted
data is not truly anonymous as the underlying data can be accessed assuming that
it is combined with the key.
By using one-way hashes the original data cannot be reconstructed from the hash.
Hashing is a process of passing data through a one-way algorithm that returns a
digital signature in place of the original data. This digital signature is unique to
the underlying data but cannot be turned back into the original data – much like a
sausage can be identified as pork but “cannot be turned back into a pig.” 15 Oneway hash technologies allow for anonymous data processing to occur in a shared
environment since the only thing exchanged is the hash. If a match occurs, the
processing party still needs to come back to the original data holder to access the
underlying data. This allows organizational and procedural structures to be
imposed between data matching and disclosure of the underlying data.
Theoretically, hashing is vulnerable to what is known as a “dictionary attack” in
which an attacker compiles a list of all potential inputs and computes a hash
function for each, then compares the hashed output from the target data set against
their own list of hashes computed from all possible inputs to determine if there is
a match. To counter the dictionary attack, salt is used. Salt is a random string
that is concatenated to the original data before it is operated on by the hash
function. In order to match the hashed outputs you need to share the salt key.
Salt keys can be encoded in hardware or software, can be used to control the
domain across which sharing occurs, and can even be used to control data
expiration. By controlling the sharing of salt, the kind of processing that the data
is subject to can be controlled.
Many security needs for data analysis, including list- and pattern-matching, can
be accomplished within an anonymized data framework. Automated data
analysis, including some forms of data mining, may also be possible.

14

Roger Clarke, Identified, Anonymous and Pseudonymous Transactions: The Spectrum of
Choice, Presented at User Identification & Privacy Protection Conference, Stockholm (June 1415, 1999).
15

Jeff Jonas, SRD, quoted in Steve Mollman, Betting on Private Data Search, W IRED
NEWS, Mar. 5, 2003.
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A simple example of anonymous list matching follows. Suppose a primary
dataset contains traveler data and a second dataset contained suspected terrorists.
Before the data is analyzed, both datasets are subject to the same one-way hash
algorithm. Now, identifiers for "Joseph K." in the first dataset are represented by
encrypted digital hashes that do not reveal the original data but can still be
exchanged or matched against the corresponding data in the second set since the
matching name or other identifiers in that database would have a matching hash
(digital signature). Should a match occur, the government would be required to
follow the appropriate procedures prior to being granted access to the raw data
corresponding to the match held by the original owner who maintains exclusive
control of the actual data throughout.
As noted above, by controlling the sharing of salt keys additional policy
restrictions can be enforced. Not only can hashed data not be turned back into the
original data, it cannot be matched or used for any other purpose without a
matching salt key. Thus, control of salt variables allows searches to be restricted
to certain data sets or domains.
Pseudonymization of Identity
A pseudonymous record or transaction is one that cannot – in the ordinary course
of events – be associated with a particular individual. 16 Pseudonymity is a form
of "traceable anonymity" and requires legal, organizational or technical
procedures so that the association (or attribution) can only occur under specified
and controlled circumstances.
Pseudonymity is also referred to as identity
17
escrow.
A pseudonym can be either transient or persistent. Persistent
pseudonym’s develop their own reputational attributes and can be tracked over
time or across systems.
Pseudonymity allows for the disclosure of only the particular attribute relevant
(and appropriate) for the particular transaction in which an exchange of data is
required. For example, in the use of credit cards, the merchant does not actually
need the purchaser's name to complete the transaction as only the authorization
(that the issuer will pay the amount of the purchase) is relevant to the transaction.

16

Clarke, supra note 14.

17

See, e.g., Joe Kilian and Erez Petran, Identity Escrow, in Advances in Cryptology CRYPTO'98: 18th Annual International Cryptology Conference, Santa Barbara, California, USA,
August 1998. Proceedings (H. Krawczyk, ed.).
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(Whether the cardholder is the authorized user is an authentication issue unrelated
to the transaction specifically and also does not require revealing a name).
Technical means exist to prove authorization without revealing actually identity
by using third party certification in which a trusted third party certifies an
authorization. The holder of the certificate (digital or otherwise) then presents the
certificate to the second party (who may still authenticate that the individual is the
authorized user), however, the original party does not have to reveal additional
identifiers (or identity) in order for the second party to grant the level of
authorization certified by the third party. (There are also methods for certifying
untraceable authorizations, for example, digital cash).
Technical means also exist to provide accountability without disclosing identity at
the point of verification. Identity escrow is a form of third party certification, in
which the trusted third party certifies that they know the “true” identity of the
user.
For example, a pseudonymous driver's license based on smart card technology (a
smart card is any pocket-sized device that contains a processor or microchip that
can interact with a reader) could be designed only to authenticate that the driver is
authorized to drive (for example, by producing a digital certificate from the DMV
certifying the holder’s authorized status) without disclosing a common identifier
during a traffic stop. The police officer could still run a data match against, for
example, a wanted-felon or terrorist watch list (also without revealing a name or
common identifier) by reading a hashed identifier keyed (through shared salt) to
the felony or watch list database hashing algorithm. If there were an initial data
match then additional procedures may or may not be called for, however, without
a match, the purpose of the traffic stop could be accomplished without disclosing
identity. The same card could be designed to only exchange, for example, age
information with a bartender’s card reader, or health information with a medical
worker, etc.
An important policy consideration in any such system is determining whether
such pseudonymous encounters are themselves logged – that is, do they generate
their own transaction records. If so, do such queries become part of the data
record subject to whatever policy controls are envisioned. As noted earlier, the
issue of logs, and who controls them, has policy implications – both for privacy
and for oversight.
In the example above, in addition to whether there should be a government
database logging the transaction (and who should control it), there is also the
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question of whether the card itself should be designed to record the encounter.
Arguments in favor would emphasize the empowerment to the individual from an
immutable record in their possession of their encounter with law enforcement and
a specific record of what queries were run. Arguments against might include that
the card record itself becomes a vulnerability point for privacy – that is, recovery
of transaction data from the card itself could be used against the individual at a
later date.
Pseudonymity gives policy makers an additional method to control disclosure of
identity. For example, in Hiibel v. Nevada, 18 the issue was whether a suspect
could be compelled to give their name during a Terry stop. 19 Among the
arguments put forward against disclosure of name was that in today’s database
world, disclosing one’s name is the key to unlocking the digital dossier and may
lead to “an extensive fishing trip across government databases.” 20 One of the
arguments in favor of disclosure is the legitimate interest to determine whether the
individual is wanted or dangerous. “Obtaining a suspect's name in the course of a
Terry stop serves important government interests. Knowledge of identity may
inform an officer that a suspect is wanted for another offense, or has a record of
violence or mental disorder.” 21
Information systems based on pseudonymity, including the use of smart ID cards,
could provide another alternative to meet these same needs. As noted in the
example above, there are technical methods for an individual to be matched
against a watch list (or any other list) without revealing explicit identifying data.
Thus, development of a national ID card based on segmented data and
pseudonymous identities could improve privacy over existing methods and still
meet security needs. 22

18

Hiibel v. Nevada, 542 U.S. 177 (2004).

19

Terry v. Ohio, 392 U.S. 1 (1968) (police can detain a suspect for a reasonable period
without probable cause to suspect a crime).
20

See Brief of Amicus Curiae of the Electronic Privacy Information Center (EPIC) and
Legal Scholars and Technical Experts at 6, Hiibel v. Nevada, No. 03-5554 (S. Ct. June 21, 2004).
21

Hiibel, supra note 18, at 7.

22

See generally Michael Froomkin, The Uneasy Case for National ID Cards, YISP
CyberCrime 2004 conference paper (2004); but cf. Richard Sobel, The Demeaning of Identity and
Personhood in National Identification Systems, 15 HARV. J. LAW & TECH. 319 (2002).
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Towards a Calculus of Reasonableness
Assuming that anonymization and pseudonymization strategies are employed to
separate identity from behavior (or data), and control over data attribution is
enforced through privacy appliances, the policy issue still remains when and
under what circumstances particular methods of inquiry might reasonably be used
on specific data sets, and when and under what circumstances data attribution (or
de-anonymization) may reasonably occur.
It is my general thesis that procedural mechanisms relate to the concept of
reasonableness (both in fourth amendment terms and as that term is more
generally understood) through a complex policy calculus involving multiple
independent and dependent variables that must be understood individually but
considered together and in context. Thus, guiding principles, not rigid standards
to be determined a priori for every conceivable use, condition or context must be
derived within which specific administrative procedures, legislative oversight and
judicial intervention and review can be fashioned.
Due Process
Due process is the means for insuring fairness in a system 23 and is essentially a
function of four factors: the reasonableness of the predicate for action, the
practicality of alternatives, the severity and consequences of the intrusion, and the
procedures for error control. 24
Determining the appropriateness of predicate requires understanding error rates
and assessing related confidence intervals – that is, it requires determining the
probative weight of the indicia of suspicion. Confidence interval for policy
purposes is simply the acceptable error rate for a given application. For example,
the confidence interval for a screening application can be viewed as a function of
two competing relationships – the number of false positives (innocents identified)
adjusted by the severity of the consequences to the individual and the number of
the false negatives (terrorists not identified) adjusted by the consequences to
security (and by the potential misallocation of resources from false positives).
Determining acceptable confidence intervals for any particular application
23

See generally RONALD DWORKIN, LAW’S EMPIRE (1988).

24

Related policy considerations in determining reasonableness are the interaction and effect
of authorization and oversight mechanisms (either executive or legislative) and judicial review in
the context of a particular use.
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requires assessing the probative value of the predicate procedures – for example,
determining whether the observed behavior (or data analysis) reasonably justifies
the consequences of the action or not.
The Supreme Court has also explicitly recognized that the requirement for
individualized suspicion is not absolute and, where the government interest serves
a need beyond routine law enforcement, the practicality of requiring a warrant or
individualized suspicion is also a relevant factor to be considered:
[O]ur cases establish that where a Fourth Amendment intrusion serves
special governmental needs, beyond the normal need for law enforcement,
it is necessary to balance the individual's privacy expectations against the
Government's interests to determine whether it is impractical to require a
warrant or some level of individualized suspicion in the particular context.
(emphasis added) 25
The Court has used the same special needs reasoning in upholding the use of
sobriety checkpoints, roving border checkpoints, airport searches, and random
drug testing of student athletes. Likewise, policy makers should consider the
practicality (or impracticality) of requiring specific procedures or individualized
predicate in cases of employing information processing systems for particular
uses in counter-terrorism.
Another important factor to be considered is the severity of the intrusion and its
consequences. Thus, where there is an important state interest, and the intrusion
minimal and the consequences slight – for example, a brief stop and referral to a
secondary inspection or minimal questioning – the courts are likely to find no
fourth amendment violation. 26
In upholding roving traffic checkpoints to
enforce immigration laws, the Court stated:
Against this valid public interest we must weigh the interference with
individual liberty that results when an officer stops an automobile and
questions its occupants. The intrusion is modest. 27

25

Treasury Employees v. Von Raab, 489 U.S. 656, 665-666 (1989).

26

United States V. Martinez-Fuerte, 428 U.S. 543, 558-561 (1976).

27

United States v. Brignoni-Ponce, 422 U.S. 873, 879-880 (1975).
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Thus, a legitimate inquiry for policy makers is to determine the severity and
consequence of a particular intrusion in light of the state interest. Where there is a
significant state interest (for example, preempting terrorist attacks), minimal
initial intrusion (for example, an automated review of data), and limited
consequences (for example, a routine investigative follow-up that may only
include cross-checking against additional data), the courts are likely to uphold the
use of advanced information systems to screen data.
The final factor to be considered here in assessing due process is error detection
and correction. Thus, an important policy and system design consideration is to
recognize the inevitable potential for error and to build in robust error
compensating mechanisms and procedures. Error, however, including falsely
identifying suspects (false positives), is not unique to information systems. To the
extent possible, therefore, error detection and error correction mechanisms for
automated systems should embrace existing due process procedures, including
procedures for administrative and, where appropriate, judicial review.
Additional complications arise, however, when one considers systems and uses in
which the subject may never become aware of the intrusion or the consequences
of the query. For example, in access control situations where permission for
access is denied, the individual is usually on notice that their autonomy has been
affected and corrective procedures can be triggered. More difficult is the situation
where the data subject never becomes aware of the query or its consequence.
Also unresolved is whether derived data (for example, the query itself, links, or
other information generated by the analysis itself) or meta-data (data about the
data, for example, data labels) becomes part of the record and whether it also
becomes (or should become) subject to applicable laws – including error
correcting procedures – that the underlying data may be subject to. 28
Privacy and Security Information Needs
Foreign intelligence, counter intelligence, and law enforcement information is and
should be available for appropriate domestic security purposes. The significant
policy challenge lies in determining when and under what circumstance domestic

28

See, e.g., the Fair Credit Reporting Act (FCRA), 15 U.S.C. § 1681 et seq., in which
queries to credit reporting agencies themselves become part of the underlying credit report and
subject to the requirements of the Act.
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intelligence access should be allowed to routinely-collected government data or to
commercially available (or other third party) data. 29
Unlike intelligence or law enforcement data, government held data collected in
the normal course of providing government services is generally subject to
restriction for other uses or data matching by the Privacy Act of 1974. However,
the Privacy Act has broad exceptions for data matching and inter-agency sharing
for national security and law enforcement purposes, thus, for practical purposes
there may be no restrictions on secondary uses for domestic security applications.
Thus, a threshold question is whether there should be any additional procedural
protections or guidelines for secondary uses of routinely-collected data that
subsequently comes within the national security and law enforcement exceptions.
A more difficult question, however, involves deciding whether government
should have access to, and use of, privately held third party data, particularly data
from commercial data sources, and, if so, under what circumstances and what
constraints.
That the government should, and will ultimately, have access to this data in some
form seems foregone. As already noted, it would be an unusual polity that
demanded accountability from its representatives to prevent terrorist acts yet
denied them access to available tools or data. Thus, it is the procedures under
which such access should be allowed that need to be defined. Here, developing
clear goals and concomitant policy guidelines, requiring that the nexus between
particular types of information and its use and value for counter-terrorism be
clearly identified or articulated, and mandating strict oversight and review
procedures, are needed to ensure that appropriate government access to
potentially useful information is possible while still protecting civil liberties.
Among the policy tools for dealing with access questions is the use of
categorization to designate certain information sources or types subject to (or
exempt from) particular procedures. 30 However, these procedures may require
29

See generally [Daniel Solove, Digital Dossiers and the Dissipation of Fourth Amendment
Privacy, 75 S. CAL. L. REV. 1083 (2002)]; Second Markle Report, supra note 8, at 30-37.
30

For example, under Homeland Security Presidential Directive/HSPD-6, 39 Weekly
Comp. Pres. Doc. 1234 – 1235 (Sept. 16, 2003), certain information is classified as "Terrorist
Information" for handling under specific procedures, and under NSA/CSS United States Signal
Intelligence Directive 18 ("USSID 18") (July 27, 1993) certain information about U.S. persons
gathered during foreign intelligence SIGINT collection is subject to extraordinary procedures
(“minimization”).
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pre-determining what information is relevant or subject to special handling –
something that is not always possible in counter-terrorism analysis. Thus, it
might ultimately be more practical to control the proposed use of data directly
through a system based not on categorizing data itself by type but in managing
and tracking authorized purpose for use at the time of access, subject to strict
technical controls.
Any policy based solely on procedures for pre-designating information as relevant
for counter-terrorism or to be managed under special rules needs to recognize
three problems: first, it may be difficult to identify certain information as relevant
except in the context of an ongoing investigation or in response to a particular
threat; second, designations based on place, method of collection or nationality of
subject may be outmoded in the context of a worldwide, distributed, networked
database and communications infrastructure, and, third, classifying data into
categories that do not relate to the purpose of the original data collection may not
be possible after the fact. In any case, if categorization strategies are to be used,
they require that some technical means for data-labeling be incorporated into
systems design.
Specific statutes already exist to protect particular classes of information deemed
sensitive. These statutes generally require that use of these types of information
conform to particular procedures. For example, census data, medical records,
educational records, tax returns, cable television records, video rental, among
others are all subject to their own statutory protection, usually requiring an
elevated level of predicate, for example, a warrant or court order based on
probable cause instead of a subpoena based on mere suspicion, to gain access.
Although some of these designations and procedures may need review in the
context of domestic security, the general approach of dealing with particularly
sensitive personal data by providing additional procedural protections in certain
circumstances is workable and could be applied to identification, data aggregation
and analysis, and collection systems assuming certain technical features, in
particular, for data-labeling, are developed to allow data categorization to be
maintained when data is shared or exchanged.
Policy decisions to a priori designate higher standards for sensitive information
(or declaring certain information off-limits for certain uses) involve the same
policy considerations and problems governing pre-designating information or
sources as relevant for counter-terrorism analysis. Additionally, there may be a
trade-off between the sensitivity of information and its relevance for counterterrorism that must be taken into account when such designations are made. If it
turns out that certain information deemed sensitive by its nature, for example,
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financial records, is also quite specifically useful for counter-terrorism (for
example, following the money trail), choice of policies (and technical features to
support such choice) need to be developed taking both needs into account. Again,
strategies based on directly authorizing a particular use at the time and under the
circumstances of access, monitored though strict technical controls, may need to
be considered rather than continuing to rely solely on pre-determined
categorization of data sensitivity or pre-determined usefulness.
Some are concerned that the use of automated data analysis techniques to allocate
intelligence and law enforcement resources is not particular enough to protect
due process or meet fourth amendment requirements. However, as already
discussed, there is no absolute constitutional requirement for individualized
suspicion and no presumptive constitutional problem with pattern-matching. 31
Nevertheless, for purposes of determining policy, it may be appropriate to address
these concerns and recognize that different procedures may be appropriate for
different query methods depending, for example, on whether they are subject-,
link- or pattern-based.
Subject- and link-based queries generally raise the same issues as outlined above
in the general discussion of scope – that is, what data can be accessed and under
what circumstance. For some, however, pattern-matching also raises additional
concerns relating to individualized suspicion.
The policy question is whether there should be additional technical or procedural
protections to be applied for pattern-based queries based on the perception that
these methods are potentially more intrusive or problematic. Some have
recommended that additional procedures be applied to processes using patternanalysis derived from data-mining, including specific pre-approvals and stricter
oversight. 32 Technical features to support such procedures would be required
design features. For example, procedures requiring additional administrative (or
judicial) approvals for specific disclosures(for example, of identity) would require
technical controls to enforce selective revelation of information.

31

See discussion in Due Process above.

32

See Safeguarding Privacy in the Fight Against Terrorism, The Report of the [Department
of Defense] Technology and Privacy Advisory Committee (TAPAC) (March 2004).; Rosenzweig,
supra note 3; Daniel Gallington, Better Information Sharing and More Privacy in the War on
Terrorism – A New Category of Information is Needed (Potomac Inst. for Pol’y Studies, July 29,
2003).
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There is no magic policy formulation that perfectly balances the complex
interactions between these many variables. What is called for instead is an
analytic framework together with guiding principles – following what have I have
called a calculus of reasonableness – that can inform the debate as these issues
come up in varying contexts as new technologies develop and challenge existing
doctrine or precepts in previously unforeseen circumstances. Thus, judicious
distinction between when rules (what you can do), procedures (how you can do
something) and guidelines (constraints or limits within which you act to
accomplish some goal) are appropriate requires understanding these complexities
and recognizing the inchoate nature of any solutions given the rapid pace of
technological development and the evolving nature of the threat.
Threat Environment and Reasonableness
Reasonableness may also vary depending on the threat level and the particular
security need. System bias towards more false positives and less false negatives
may be reasonable under certain high threat conditions or in applications
requiring high security. In other circumstances, system bias towards fewer false
positives and more false negatives may be more appropriate.
Policy considerations are also domain dependent. For example, decision
heuristics used during the development of traditional defense systems are
generally inappropriate for domestic security applications. In designing military
defenses, the bias is to eliminate any false negatives by accepting additional false
positives. On the battlefield, it is better to have a low threshold for triggering a
response then to risk not being prepared. However, in the context of a civilian
population, false positives or false alarms may be as destructive of certain values
(including security) as are false negatives by undermining trust in the system or
creating intolerable burdens. Too many false positives and the resulting
misallocation of resources will undermine both popular and political support for
security measures as well as impact security itself.
Thus, because of the dynamic nature of the threat and security requirements, no
system (technical or procedural) should be contemplated that is either constantly
at ease or constantly at general quarters. Flexible systems and policy guidelines
that can adapt proportionally to perceived threats faster and more efficiently are
required.
It also seems premature to burden either policy development or technical research
and development with a requirement to determine a priori what policy rules will
apply in every conceivable use case. Technical development processes are not
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generally amenable to predictable development paths where ongoing research is
in its early stages. An iterative process using value sensitive design procedures
can help guide technical and policy development to achieve both required
outcomes – security and privacy. However, achieving this requires joint
participation, not knee-jerk opposition.
Nevertheless, guiding policy principles can be developed even without knowing
all the potential technologically enabled opportunities or constraints based on a
deeper understanding of these process needs. Policy develops rules of general
applicability while judicial review examines cases of specific application; systems
design must accommodate both.
Conclusion
The development and use by government of advanced identification, aggregation
and analysis, and collection technologies in domestic security applications raise
legitimate privacy concerns. Nevertheless, such development and eventual use is
inevitable and strategies premised on opposition to research or banning certain
uses or deployments through law alone are destined to fail, and, in any case,
provide little security and brittle privacy protection. Protecting civil liberties
requires that value sensitive development strategies be used to design technical
features and systems that enable familiar due process mechanisms to function.
The mythology of privacy and fear of technology should not keep us from
opportunities to improve both security and privacy. Reconciling competing
requirements for security and privacy requires an informed debate in which the
nature of the problem is understood in the context of the interests at stake, the
technologies at hand for resolution, and the existing resource constraints. Key to
resolving these issues is designing a policy and information architecture that can
function together to achieve both outcomes.
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Introduction to:
CHAPTER 23: Designing Technical Systems to Support Policy:
Enterprise Architecture, Policy Appliances, and Civil Liberties
in 21ST CENTURY ENABLING TECHNOLOGIES AND POLICIES FOR COUNTERTERRORISM (R. Popp and J. Yen, eds., Wiley–IEEE Press, June 2006)

K. A. TAIPALE ∗
I.

Introduction.

It has become cliché to describe the relationship between security and liberty as
one requiring the achievement of some optimal balance between two competing and
irreconcilable needs. But such cliché is metaphorically misleading. There is no fulcrum
point – as is implicit in the balance metaphor – at which point the correct amount of
security and liberty can be achieved. Security and liberty are not dichotomous rivals to
be traded one for another in a zero sum game as the notion of balance suggests or as the
enragés of the public debate would have. Rather, security and liberty are dual obligations
of a liberal republic and each must be maximized within the constraints imposed by the
other. 1
The events and subsequent investigations of 9/11 have highlighted the national
security need for better information management, and for new technologies and
techniques to improve collection, information sharing, and data analysis in
counterterrorism applications. The need to manage vast data volumes and better
“connect the dots” is uncontroverted and has been explicitly set out in a series of
executive orders, presidential directives, national strategy documents, committee reports,
and legislation. 2
However, emergent information technologies that can enable such improved
information management and analysis processes – technologies like those described in
this book – also challenge traditional policy doctrines and legal structures premised in
part on protecting individual liberty by maintaining privacy through the “practical
obscurity” arising from inefficiencies in information acquisition, access, management,
and analysis. 3 Thus, to some observers, improving the ability of government agencies to
Kim Taipale, BA, JD (New York University), MA, EdM, LLM (Columbia University), is the
executive director of the Center for Advanced Studies in Science and Technology Policy. Mr. Taipale is
also a senior fellow at the World Policy Institute, an adjunct professor of law at New York Law School, and
an associate of the Markle Foundation Task Force on National Security in the Information Age.
∗
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“connect the dots” is seen to be in political conflict with the notion of keeping the power
to “connect the dots” out of any one hand, particularly that of the central government. 4
The result, as evidenced in the public debate, is a presumed implacable antagonism
between security and privacy.
Fortunately, we do not need to resolve this Jacobin discordance in order to design
information systems with technical features that can support a broad range of policies to
mitigate privacy concerns and still meet security needs. Indeed, there is no inherent
technical design conflict at all between security and privacy as the technical features
required to support privacy policy are in large part the same technologies required to
meet operational information assurance and data security needs in national security or
law enforcement information sharing applications. Both national security and privacy
policy require (i) that shared information be useful (that is, that data is accurate, reliable,
and timely, and that it can be up-dated or corrected as needed), and (ii) that information
be used appropriately according to policy rules. Technical features to support these
concordant policy needs in information systems include rules-based processing, selective
disclosure, data quality assurance, error correction, and strong authorization, logging, and
audit functions (to control and record what information goes where, under what
constraints, and who has access to it).
This chapter discusses policy-enabling systems design based on an enterprise
architecture to support knowledge management (a lifecycle approach to managing
information from production to consumption as a product to support business process
needs) and due process (procedures to protect civil liberties). This architecture includes
policy appliances (technical control mechanisms to enforce policy rules and ensure
accountability in information systems), 5 interacting with smart data (data that carries
with it contextual relevant terms for its own use) and intelligent agents (queries that are
self-credentialed, authenticating, or contextually adaptive). See Figures 1 and 2. It is
beyond the scope of this chapter to detail specific technology development or current
research avenues in depth, or to exhaustively examine information management strategies
or developments. Rather, this chapter provides an overview of the relationship between
emerging policy process models and technical design choice in order to better understand
the interdependence of technical architecture and policy implementation.
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FIGURE 1. POLICY MANAGEMENT ARCHITECTURE. An enterprise architecture
for knowledge management (an information product approach) and due process (civil
liberties protections) that includes policy appliances (technical control mechanisms to
enforce policy rules and ensure accountability) interacting with smart data (data that
carries with it contextual relevant terms for its own use) and intelligent agents (queries
that are self-credentialed, authenticating, or contextually adaptive).
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FIGURE 2. POLICY MANAGEMENT STACK. An enterprise architecture showing
policy appliances (technical control mechanisms to enforce policy rules and ensure
accountability) and logging functions in network stack relationship.
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far. When designers don’t trust their models, they overdesign, with the result that
many classical civil engineering projects
remain standing today. When they trust
their models, they push the design envelope
as far as possible, leaving little margin for
error or unanticipated operating modes.
This can lead to catastrophic failures such
as the dramatic collapse of the Tacoma
Narrows Bridge in the 1950s.
Many modern organizations are designed
to be efficient, minimizing the cost of operation while maintaining some required level
of performance. Consequently, we should
expect modern organizations, including
new companies, social organizations, and
government agencies, to collapse with
some regularity when subjected to natural
but unmodeled perturbations, while older,
overdesigned organizations will survive
similar perturbations. Consider, for example, the Catholic Church’s resilience compared with Enron’s.
Any quantitative and computational science for solving forward problems in organization design must take into account the
cost/robustness trade-off, especially with
respect to critical government services that
are meant to counter 21st-century strategic
threats. Designing agencies and organizations to be optimally efficient, cost effective, and minimal according to some current theory or model will likely result in
catastrophic failures caused by unmodeled
phenomena.
We need quantitative and computational
social science to help us design better organizational structures, given today’s information technology possibilities. But, we
should be prepared for catastrophic failures
unless we’re careful not to overly optimize
within the necessarily incomplete modeling paradigm.

The inverse problem: Inferring
organizational structure from
observation
Inverse problems that arise in computational and qualitative social sciences, and
that are highly relevant to modern strategic
threats, involve inferring an organization’s
structure, processes, and goals from indirect
observations of the organization’s activity.
In more concrete terms, the inverse problem is figuring out who the bad guys are
and what they’re doing on the basis of bits
and pieces of observable information.5
In many areas of traditional science and
80

engineering, inverse problems are much
harder than the corresponding forward problems. For example, predicting an object’s
radar image is easier than inspecting a radar
image and determining what kind of object
produced it. In many applications, you
solve the inverse problem by repeated applications of the forward problem. That is,
you produce a comprehensive list of forward problem input-output relations and
then solve the inverse problem using a
lookup table type of approach—comparing
the observed output with the list’s computed
outputs, thereby identifying candidate inputs.
It seems likely that solving inverse problems associated with adversarial organizations will involve repeated applications of
the forward problem, as is common in other
inverse problem areas such as radar imaging. We won’t be able to solve the inverse
problem until we have good ideas for solv-

Given a group of people, a
common goal, and a collaboration
technology, how will they
collaborate and with what
effectiveness?
ing the forward problem: Given a group of
people, a common goal, and a collaboration
technology, how will they collaborate and
with what effectiveness? Solving the forward problem is a key step toward building
efficient and effective organizations that are
robust and survivable. We should explore
this on its own merits, regardless of the
inverse problem’s importance.
I sincerely believe that the scientific study
of organization design and behavior will be
a major topic of computer science and engineering research over the next 20 years,
especially the forward and inverse types of
problems that I’ve outlined here. We need to
achieve the kind of progress made in AI over
the past 50 years at the next level of the biological hierarchy: the organization.
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Threat Analysis, and the
Presumption of Innocence
K.A. Taipale, Center for Advanced Studies
in Science and Technology Policy
“We need to have a world that is banded with
security envelopes, meaning secure environments through which people and cargo can …
[with the proper vetting and tracking] move
relatively freely from point to point all across
the globe with the understanding that those
within the security envelope we have a high
confidence and trust about so that they don’t
have to be stopped at every point mechanically and re-vetted and rechecked. And those
outside the envelope would be those on which
we could focus our resources … to make sure
bad people can’t come in to do bad things.”
—Secretary of Homeland Security Michael
Chertoff (speaking at the Center for Strategic
and International Studies, 19 May 2005)

In response to the threat of potentially
catastrophic attacks, governments are
under political pressure to preempt terrorist
acts. Preempting acts that can occur at any
time or place requires optimally allocating
limited security resources on the basis of
predicted risk rather than perceived vulnerabilities. Security forces simply cannot
guard all vulnerable targets at all times or
recheck all people or objects at every stage
of vulnerability during movement through
open systems. Thus, governments are increasingly developing security strategies
based on trusted systems, exemplified by
Secretary Chertoff’s call for security envelopes. (Trusted systems for the purposes
of this essay are systems in which some
conditional prediction about the behavior
IEEE INTELLIGENT SYSTEMS
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of people or objects within the system has
been determined prior to authorizing
access to system resources.)
This essay examines some policy implications of using a trusted-systems model for
counterterrorism security. In particular, it
discusses certain issues relating to how
trusted systems function and fail, how risk
management and decision heuristics interact
with trusted systems, and how trusted systems relate to the presumption of innocence.
This essay is not intended to be a definitive
statement of these issues but rather an introductory offering for discussion.

Background
The adoption of preemptive strategies
for counterterrorism has blurred the line
between reactive law enforcement and preemptive national security methods previously governed by disparate—and often
conflicting—doctrinal regimes. The use of
advanced information technologies for data
collection, aggregation, sharing, and analysis has exacerbated this blurring by allowing information to flow freely between these
previously distinct governmental functions.
One result has been an acceleration of modern societies’ ongoing transformation from a
notional Beccarian model of criminal justice
based on punishment and deterrence of
deviant individuals after they commit criminal acts1 to a Foucauldian model of general
social compliance through ubiquitous preventative surveillance and control through
system constraints.2
In this emergent model, security services
are geared not toward policing through arrest and prosecution but toward risk management through surveillance, information
exchange, auditing, communication, and
classification. These developments have led
to general concerns about individual privacy
and liberty—concerns that I’ve addressed in
part elsewhere3–5—and to a broader philosophical debate about the appropriate forms
of social-governance methodologies that is
beyond the scope of this essay. Instead, this
essay focuses more narrowly on identifying
certain characteristics of the trusted systems compliance model.

Trusted systems: How they
work, how they fail
Trusted systems generally depend on two
kinds of security strategies—authorization
and accountability—to ensure that rules governing behavior within a system are obeyed.
SEPTEMBER/OCTOBER 2005

Authorization is the process of constraining
the terms under which a user can access a
system or use its resources. Accountability
is the process of associating responsibility
to behavior of users or objects within the
system.
Accountability strategies are not very
effective against suicidal attackers (particularly those without patrons or support infrastructure subject to sanction). Thus, authorization strategies are necessary for keeping
vital systems secure and functioning.
However, authorization strategies scale
poorly and burden systems with high overhead (that is, they introduce frictions which
inhibit functionality). Also, authorization
strategies are difficult to manage centrally
in complex heterogeneous systems (like
global transport) and thus require a federated approach (one composed of trusted
partners who reciprocally honor each oth-

While false negatives are a threat
to security, false positives are a
threat to system functionality
because they introduce friction
and reduce degrees of freedom.
ers’ grants and credentialing of authorization on the basis of some agreed minimum
vetting standards). Federation, however,
introduces a lowest-common-denominator
risk—all partners are exposed to the least
capable or competent partner’s security
practices.
But, more importantly, any system
premised on separating unlikely threats
from more likely threats on the basis of
trust (that is, based on predictions of future
behavior) is prone to two well-known failure modes: false negatives (type II errors in
significance testing) and false positives
(type I errors). False negatives are people
classified as unlikely threats who actually
are threats (for example, terrorists wrongly
cleared for access despite vetting). False
positives are those falsely identified as
threats and wrongly denied authorization.
The potential for false negatives requires
a layered defense—additional security
www.computer.org/intelligent

strategies to supplement access control.
Access control alone is a brittle strategy
because any perimeter breach provides
access to all system resources. Thus, firewalls alone are inadequate to protect technical systems and must be supplemented
with code scanners and user monitoring.
So, too, border controls are inadequate to
protect homeland security and must be
supplemented with internal controls such
as passenger screening against particular
vulnerabilities.
Likewise, systems based on security
envelopes will still require some random
rechecks within the trusted environment to
counter potential false negatives. Furthermore, access authority itself should be limited (individuated to need), dynamic (subject to continuous updating based on new
information), and technically easy to revoke
or modify. System behavior can then be
monitored for conformity to expectations
and authorizations adjusted accordingly.
While false negatives are a threat to security, false positives are a threat to system
functionality because they introduce friction
and reduce degrees of freedom. In addition
to true false positives (those wrongly excluded), trusted systems engender another
category with similar problems—nonthreats
who have not been or cannot be cleared for
access because of resource constraints. For
example, new market entrants might not
have the resources to meet vetting standards
or the system might not have sufficient
resources (or incentive) to vet all new entrants. If not appropriately accounted for in
systems design, such friction can turn a
trust-based security system into an unacceptable burden on functionality (or, in the
case of security envelopes, into an instrument to consolidate hegemonic, regional,
or local trade power).
The ratio of false negatives to false positives in a trusted system is a function of
risk tolerance and the degree of certainty
demanded in determining the conditional
prediction of conforming behavior during
the vetting process.

Risk management
Risk management uses decision tools to
reduce the probability of negative outcomes
within the available resource constraints
and the particular risk tolerance. As a practice, it requires continuously assessing and
updating risks, determining which risks are
most important to address, and implement81
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ing strategies to mitigate those risks.
In the context of potentially catastrophic
outcomes, the political risk tolerance for
false negatives is low. Thus, decision heuristics for counterterrorism policy, including
confidence requirements, will bias toward
reducing false negatives. Systems design
should therefore anticipate a higher falsepositive rate and build in adequate compensation mechanisms to manage these. Among
other things, this requires ensuring that adequate security resources are available and
not overwhelmed (more of a concern with
systems designed to isolate suspects than
those intended to establish trust) and that
vetting or redress mechanisms are not so
onerous that they impede functionality. Designing procedures to mitigate potential
harms from false positives seems preferable
to engaging in recriminations over harms
resulting from false negatives.
But risk management has its roots in
insurance practice, not security, and the
limits in its methodology must be recognized. For example, classical actuarial methods for determining probabilities based on
measuring frequency of occurrence are
generally not appropriate in the context of
counterterrorism where the sample size of
actual terrorists or terrorist acts is too small
for high degrees of predictive certainty.
Instead, a more dynamic view of probability is required.
Bayesian inference is a powerful statistical method for determining the degree of
certainty in the truth of an uncertain proposition. In Bayesian systems, new information is constantly evaluated to update the
degree of certainty in any particular proposition (to estimate its conditional probability). At any given decision point, a learned
critical value of confidence exists above
which the system acts as if the uncertain
proposition was true, and below which it
acts as if the proposition were false. That
critical value—the point of significance for
decision making—determines the ratio of
false positives to false negatives and changes
over time according to experience.
The salient point for trusted systems is
that vetting and authorization should remain
dynamic as well. Thus, authorizations based
on investigation and vetting prior to access
must be continuously updated with new
information generated from actual behavior
observed within systems (and other relevant new information). Behavior within
trusted systems should be measured against
82

both objective (peer group norms and expert
models) and subjective (previous or typical)
behavior patterns. Consider, for example, a
trusted shipper within a security envelope
whose typical pattern is to ship small objects
from Europe to Asia. If the shipper suddenly
consigns a large shipment from a failed former Soviet state to Washington, it should be
flagged in real-time for additional screening
regardless of previous vetting.
But, to some observers, using conditional
probabilities to allocate security resources
seems to counter certain presumptions, including that of innocence.

The presumption of innocence
Fully exposing the presumption of innocence, either as a matter of law or philosophy,
is beyond the scope of this essay. Rather, a
single narrow question is addressed: Does the
use of statistical threat analysis in itself challenge the presumption of innocence?
Presumptions are legal fictions introduced to define the default state or null
hypothesis (the presumption that an observation is only coincidence). In the context
of criminal justice, the presumption of
innocence defines the default state of the
accused. The burden of proof then falls to
the accuser to present evidence of sufficient
weight to meet some level of legal significance—for example, “beyond a reasonable
doubt”—at which point the presumption of
innocence gives way to a finding of guilt
without equivocation. If the burden of proof
is not met, the accused remains by default
presumed innocent regardless of whether, in
true fact, they committed the act.
The analogy in classical statistics is testing the null hypothesis against a level of
significance. If the test result is within the
level of significance, then the null hypothesis is rejected. If not, the presumption of
coincidence stands.
But the presumption of innocence is
applicable beyond the narrow confines of
criminal justice. In a sense, it defines the
relationship between liberal state and individual, requiring the state to meet some
threshold of suspicion (that is, some level of
significance of the available evidence)
before it can exercise any power over the
individual (for example, reasonable suspicion to stop or probable cause to arrest).
Critics of using probability-based trust systems in counterterrorism argue that probabilities are not particularized to the subject
and thus cannot be the basis for (are not
www.computer.org/intelligent

evidence of) trust or suspicion. Such a view
is counterintuitive, as well as wrong under
Supreme Court doctrine. As both the Court
and logic would dictate, it is the probative
value of the evidence, rather than its probabilistic nature, that is relevant in determining whether it is a sufficient predicate for
government action. To argue otherwise is to
confuse the presumption of innocence with
the probability of innocence.

The importance of design
The threat of potential catastrophic outcomes from terrorist attacks raises difficult
policy choices for a free society. Nevertheless, it is clear that we cannot “wait until
after the bad guys pull the trigger before we
[move to] stop them.”6 Using trusted systems to help allocate security resources on
the basis of risk analysis and threat management may offer significant benefits with
manageable harms if system designers take
the potential for errors into account during
development.
Of course, the more reliant we become
on probability-based systems, the more
likely we are to mistakenly believe in the
truth of something that might turn out to be
false. That wouldn’t necessarily mean that
the original conclusions were incorrect.
Every decision in which complete information is unavailable requires balancing the
cost of type II errors with those of type I.
When mistakes are inevitable, prudent design criteria include the need for elegant
failures.
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Privacy-Preserving Surveillance
Using Databases from
Daily Life
Latanya Sweeney, Carnegie Mellon
University
As the price of disk storage continues to
plummet, the cost of capturing and sharing
data approaches zero, making it economical to collect more and more information
on individuals’ daily lives, often without
any particular purpose.1
One proposed use for all this information is homeland security (law enforcement
and intelligence). When fragments of captured information are combined, they provide person-specific, population-based data
for profiling individuals. Database systems
might use the data to find behavioral patterns of individuals engaged in illegal activity or planning terrorist acts.

Privacy concerns
American programs that sought to use
databases for surveillance include CAPS II
(computer-assisted passenger screening)
and TIA (Total Information Awareness).2
Both programs faced serious turmoil over
privacy concerns. Such concerns include
the following:
• The bulk of people whose information is
in the database have done nothing to
warrant suspicion.
• Surveillance on databases tends to exasperate privacy expectations and personal
protections. While American courts have
historically ruled that a person in a public space should have no expectation of
privacy,3 information stored in databases
can be so invasive as to remove private
enclaves within public spaces. For example, on a crowded bus, you can orient a
document to limit what others can see.
But limiting what a hidden camera with
a zoom lens can see is difficult because
its existence and viewing angle are
unknown.
• Information in a database can be gathered from private spaces. For example, a
SEPTEMBER/OCTOBER 2005

private inquiry made on a home phone
can become part of a database, making it
indistinguishable from inquiries made at
a public shop.
• Organizations using databases for surveillance purposes don’t tend to implement Fair Information Practices (www3.
ftc.gov/reports/privacy3/fairinfo.htm)
because they don’t want criminals and
terrorists to alter their information or
behavior. Therefore, no individual
whose information is contained in the
data has control over his information.
The organizations don’t seek consent
from subjects or give notice to those
included. (Arguably, doing so would be
impractical.) So typically, subjects don’t
know their information is being held,
and they have no right or means of correcting errors in it.

As the price of disk storage
continues to plummet, it becomes
economical to collect more and
more information on individuals’
daily lives, often without any
particular purpose.
• No judicial review or impartial oversight
exists to weigh societal benefits against
individual risks. No independent third
party limits fishing expeditions unwarranted inquiries, snooping on friends, or
other kinds of “fishing expeditions.”
My goal is to guarantee (or at least maximize) privacy protection while making data
useful for surveillance. This work introduces
a framework that addresses database privacy
conditions in surveillance databases such
that
• no person whose information is contained in the database can be reidentified
without permission,
• investigators can access necessary information contained in the database freely
and easily, and
• results from qualified inquiries are equivwww.computer.org/intelligent

alent to results found in the absence of
privacy protection.

Methods
One way to satisfy these privacy conditions is to model the probable cause predicate in American jurisprudence. A law officer wanting to intrude on a person’s private
life or affairs needs a search warrant, which
a judge can issue. The officer appears before the judge and reports either facts for
which he or she has first-hand knowledge
or facts that he or she learned through an
informant. Typically, the judge uses a twoprong test to make a decision: what is the
basis of the knowledge, and is the source
believable (see figure 4a)? We can model
this process in technology by replacing the
officer with anomaly or data-mining algorithms and the informant with data from
various sources. We can replace the human
judge with a combination of contracts and
certifications from the original data collectors and a technology-enforceable policy
statement with preset levels that match the
identifiability of provided information with
the minimal information the algorithm
needs (see figure 4b). The technology capable of enforcing the policy is called selective revelation.
The first step in constructing a selectiverevelation system requires identifying the
algorithms to be used and the kinds of data
involved. The person setting up the system
performs analyses to provably anonymize
the data and to verify that the algorithms
remain useful with the anonymized data.
Once the initial step is complete, the person maps related regulations, policies, best
practices, laws, and data certifications onto
the scale of identifiability—from anonymous to identifiable—to specify the authority by which data can be accessed at each
status (see figure 5). Finally, boundaries of
algorithmic utility are established to identify the algorithmic circumstances under
which more identifiable data is necessary.
Figure 5 shows how identifiability maps to
investigation status. During normal operation,
the surveillance agency uses anonymized
data. If the agency encounters unusual activity, as evidenced by algorithmic results, then
the system lowers the identifiability of related
cases to “de-identified.” De-identified data
has no explicit identifiers but isn’t provably
anonymous. As the investigation status shifts
downward, the provided information be83
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Whispering Wires and Warrantless Wiretaps:
Data Mining and Foreign Intelligence Surveillance
N.Y.U. REV. L. & SECURITY, NO. VII (Spring 2006)

K. A. Taipale *
Introduction.
In the current debate over whether the President has the inherent power to authorize the
National Security Agency to monitor international communications with suspected
terrorists, one thing is clear—even the most strident opponents concede the need to
identify and monitor the communications of terrorists and stop them before they can act. 1
Preempting terrorist attacks requires uncovering information useful to anticipate and
counter future events. 2 Automated data analysis technologies can help by monitoring
communications and revealing evidence of organization, relationships, or other relevant
patterns of behavior indicative or predictive of potential threats, thus allowing law
enforcement or security resources to be focused more effectively on likely targets.
This essay examines certain implications of employing these techniques for foreign
intelligence surveillance and suggests that the Foreign Intelligence Surveillance Act
(“FISA”) 3 is inadequate to address recent technology developments, including: the
*

Mr. Taipale is the founder and executive director of the Center for Advanced Studies in Science
and Technology Policy, a senior fellow at the World Policy Institute, and an adjunct professor of law at
New York Law School.
1

See, e.g., Adam Nagourney, Seeking Edge In Spy Debate, N.Y. TIMES (Jan. 23, 2006) (“’We all
support surveillance … ,’ [Senator John] Kerry said.”); and Statement released by U.S. Senator Patrick
Leahy (Feb. 15, 2006) (“We all agree that we should be wiretapping al Qaeda terrorists”).
2

See generally U.S. Department of Justice, Fact Sheet: Shifting from Prosecution to Prevention,
Redesigning the Justice Department to Prevent Future Acts of Terrorism (May 29, 2002); and The National
Security Strategy of the United States (Sep. 17, 2002) ("[T]he United States ... will not hesitate ... to
exercise our right of self defense by acting preemptively against such terrorists", p. 6).
3

Codified at 50 USC §§1801-1811, 1821-29, 1841-46, and 1861-62. See also note 20 infra
discussing the proposed Terrorist Surveillance Act of 2006 and the proposed National Security Surveillance
Act of 2006 (both introduced to the Senate on Mar. 16, 2006). Both bills would provide limited additional
statutory authority for electronic surveillance of suspected terrorists in the United States: however, the TSA
would allow the President to authorize such surveillance subject to Congressional oversight; while the
NSSA would require FISA court approval, authorization, and oversight.
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transition from circuit-based to packet-based communications; the globalization of
communications infrastructure; and the development of automated monitoring
techniques, including data mining and traffic analysis. 4
Background.
Although this essay discusses how FISA is challenged by technology developments, the
suggestion that FISA procedures are inadequate to encompass certain aspects of foreign
intelligence surveillance is not new, nor unique to technical developments.
Testifying before the Church Committee in 1975, then-Attorney General Edward Levi
suggested that FISA should include provisions for the approval of “programs of
surveillance” in foreign intelligence situations where “by [their] very nature [they] do not
have specifically determined targets” and where “the efficiency of a warrant requirement
would [therefore] be minimal.” However, Congress passed FISA in 1978 without
including any provisions for such programmatic approvals. 5
In a recent essay, Judge Richard A. Posner opined that FISA “retains value as a
framework for monitoring the communications of known terrorists, but it is hopeless as a
framework for detecting terrorists. [FISA] requires that surveillance be conducted
pursuant to warrants based on probable cause to believe that the target of surveillance is a
terrorist, when the desperate need is to find out who is a terrorist.” 6
FISA is inadequate.
FISA did not anticipate the development of global communication networks or advanced
technical methods for intelligence gathering. FISA provides a cumbersome mechanism
requiring individual application to the FISA court for authorization to target a specific
individual or source based on showing a connection to a foreign power or foreign terrorist
group. 7 Although FISA permits such applications to be made after the fact in certain
4

Although details of the NSA program are classified, press reports suggest that data mining and
traffic analysis technologies are being used. See, e.g., Shane Harris, NSA spy program hinges on state-ofthe-art technology, NAT’ L J. (Jan. 20, 2006). For an overview of NSA technical capabilities, see generally
Patrick Radden Keefe, CHATTER (2005); James Bamford, Big Brother is Listening, THE A TLANTIC (Apr.
2006). For a general discussion of data mining and counterterrorism, see generally K. A. Taipale, Data
Mining and Domestic Security: Connecting the Dots to Make Sense of Data, 5 COLUM. SCI. & TECH. L.
REV. 2 (Dec. 2003); Mary DeRosa, Data Mining and Data Analysis for Counterterrorism, Center for
Strategic and International Studies Press (Mar. 2004). See also James E. Lewis, Domestic Communications
Surveillance: Right Decision, Wrong Rules, CSIS (January 2006) (describing the differences between the
FBI and NSA capabilities and needs in the context of domestic intelligence).
5

See John R. Schmidt, A historical solution to the Bush spying issue, CHIC. TRIB. (Feb. 12, 2006)
(describing Levi’s advocacy of statutory process for programmatic approvals in foreign intelligence). See
also Sen. Arlen Specter, Statement Introducing the National Security Surveillance Act of 2006 (Mar. 16,
2006) (recounting same).
6

Richard A. Posner, Commentary: A New Surveillance Act, W ALL ST. J. A16 (Feb. 15, 2006).

7

In the case of a US person, FISA requires probable cause to believe that the target is an “agent of a
foreign power,” §1801(b), and that the person’s activities “involve or are about to involve” a violation of
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cases, it does not provide a mechanism for programmatic pre-approval of technical
methods like automated data analysis or filtering that may be the very method for
uncovering such a connection.
From circuit-based to packet-based communication networks.
To understand the need for applying automated data analysis technologies to foreign
intelligence surveillance requires not just recognizing the vast data volumes potentially
subject to monitoring—imagine for a moment the capture of an al Qa’ida laptop in the
battlefield of Afghanistan containing hundreds or thousands of phone numbers 8 or email
addresses—but also an understanding of the nature of modern communications networks.
Thirty years ago when FISA was being drafted it made sense to speak exclusively about
the interception of a targeted communication—one in which there were usually two
known ends and a dedicated (“circuit-based”) communication channel that could be
“tapped.” In modern networks, however, data and increasingly voice communications
are broken up into discrete packets that travel along independent routes between point of
origin and destination where these fragments are then reassembled into the original whole
message. Not only is there no longer a dedicated circuit, but individual packets from the
same communication may take completely different paths to their destination. To
intercept these kinds of communications, filters (“packet-sniffers”) and search strategies
are deployed at various communication nodes to scan and filter all passing traffic with the
hope of finding and extracting those packets of interest and reassembling them into a
coherent message. Even targeting a specific message from a known sender requires
intercepting (i.e., scanning and filtering) the entire communication flow. Were FISA to
be applied strictly according to its terms prior to any “electronic surveillance” of foreign
communication flows passing through the US or where there is a substantial likelihood of
intercepting US persons, then no automated monitoring of any kind could occur. 9

the criminal laws of the United States, § 1801(b)(2)(B), or are activities in preparation for sabotage or
"international terrorism" on behalf of a foreign power, § 1801(b)(2)(C).
8

Note that even a mid-level al Qa’ida operative may carry four or five cell phones with multiple
SIM cards supporting several numbers for each phone. Training material describing how to avoid
electronic surveillance is widely available on Jihadist web sites. See, e.g., Jeffrey Pool, Technology and
Security Discussions on the Jihadist Forums: Producing a More Savvy Next Generation, Spotlight on
Terror, Vol. 3, No. 10 (Oct. 11, 2005).
9

The retroactive warrant procedures in FISA also do not work here since those communications
‘intercepted’ but not selected for further analysis by definition would not meet the requirement for a
warrant application (i.e., no probable cause), and there would be no independent predicate for probable
cause for those communications selected for follow-up as a result of filtering, unless there was
programmatic authorization of the filtering in the first place. Although procedures under FISA allow for the
retention and use without a warrant of US person communications "with foreign intelligence value" if it is
collected collateral to a legitimate foreign intelligence intercept, in practice such information is not deemed
adequate to establish predicate for targeting such a person where the initial intercept is pursuant to a general
surveillance program and follow-up investigation is required to determine if probable cause exists.
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The globalization of communications.
A further problem arises because FISA is triggered by foreign intelligence collection
conducted “within the United States” or against “U.S. persons.” 10 Advances in
information technology together with the borderless nature of terrorist threats and global
communications has made place-of-collection and U.S. personhood an increasingly
unworkable basis for controlling the collection of intelligence. Indeed, because of
packet-based communication technologies like VoIP and the use of proxy servers, it may
no longer even be technically possible to determine exactly when a communication is
taking place “within the United States” and no practical means exists to determine if a
particular participant is a U.S. person or not until after further investigation. 11 FISA does
not account for this. 12
Automated analysis: data mining and traffic analysis.
Automated screening can monitor data flows to uncover terrorist connections or terrorist
communication channels without human beings ever looking at anybody's emails or
listening in on their phone calls. Only when the computer identifies suspicious
connections or information do humans get involved.
It is beyond the scope of this essay to explore all the different analysis techniques that can
be applied to the monitoring of terrorist communications but two examples show the
range of activity possible: content filtering and traffic analysis.
Content filtering is used to search for the occurrence of particular words or language
combinations that may be indicative of terrorist communications. A simple example of
this would be to screen for messages to or from known terrorist sources containing the
words “nuclear weapon”. Actual search algorithms are, of course, much more complex
and sophisticated and can employ artificial intelligence, machine learning, and powerful
statistical methods such as Bayesian analysis to identify potential threats.
Traffic analysis is the examination of traffic patterns—message lengths, frequency, paths,
etc.—of communications without examining the content of the message (traffic analysis
can be used even where content is encrypted). Traffic analysis can reveal patterns of
organization, for example, by measuring “betweeness” in email traffic or other
communications. By looking for patterns in traffic these techniques, together with social
network theory, can help identify organizations or groups and the key people in them.
These methods can uncover terrorist organization and reveal activity even if they are
10

See § 1801(f).

11

Indeed, certain networks are specifically designed to conceal such information by chaining proxy
servers. See, e.g., the TOR Network, which uses onion routing to provide near anonymous communication
capability and is specifically designed to avoid traffic analysis monitoring (see text accompanying note 13,
infra, discussing traffic analysis).
12

Nor does it account for the fact that even wholly “foreign” communications today may pass
through physical nodes located “within the United States.”
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communicating in code or only discussing the weather. 13
‘Programs of surveillance’ are not general warrants.
It is important to remember that we are not contemplating the use of these technologies in
an undirected fashion in the manner of a general warrant to examine all communication
flows. 14 Rather, we argue for a mechanism for programmatic approval where these
technologies are applied in the first instance against known or reasonably suspected
foreign terrorist communication sources—that is, against legitimate foreign intelligence
targets not subject to FISA and not requiring a warrant 15 —and are used to automate the
process of looking for connections, relationships, and patterns for further follow-up
investigation.
These technologies are not a general method for finding terrorists by monitoring all
global communications with no starting point, nor for determining guilt or innocence.
Rather, they are powerful tools to help better allocate law enforcement and security
resources to more likely targets. If the initial automated process identifies potentially
suspicious connections—including US persons or sources—some additional monitoring
or follow up investigation must occur to determine if that initial “suspicion” is justified.
The problem with FISA is that it contemplates only a single threshold for authorizing
interception within the US or targeting of US persons—probable cause. In the case of
automated monitoring, there must be some approved procedure that identifies potential
threats and allows for some limited follow-up—either additional automated monitoring or
human investigation—to determine if indeed the initial indicia of suspicion are justified.
If so, then existing FISA procedures can be followed to “target” that US person or source.
What is needed then, is the electronic surveillance equivalent of a Terry 16 stop—in this
case an authorized period for follow up monitoring or investigation of initial suspicion
derived from automated monitoring. If the suspicion is not justified on follow-up,
13

See, e.g., Hazel Muir, Email Traffic Patterns can Reveal Ringleaders, NEW SCIENTIST (Mar. 27,
2003). Note, however, that certain technologies exist to counter traffic analysis, see, for example, the
discussion of the TOR Network in note 11, supra. For a discussion of the use of social network theory in
counterterrorism analysis, see Patrick Radden Keefe, Can Network Theory Thwart Terrorists? N.Y. TIMES
(Mar. 12, 2006).
14

Such undirected uses are called “fishing expeditions” by critics and “drift nets” by intelligence
professionals. It is the use of general warrants by the English that led in part to the American Revolution,
see, e.g., O.M. Dickerson, Writs of Assistance as a Cause of the Revolution, THE ERA OF THE A MERICAN
REVOLUTION (Richard Morris ed. 1939), and to enactment of the Fourth Amendment, see Edward Corwin,
THE CONSTITUTION AND WHAT IT MEANS TODAY (1978, 1920).
15

For example, Abu Musab Zarqawi's cell phone number or a known al Qa’ida communication
network in Pakistan, Saudi Arabia, or Hamburg. According to a classified German intelligence report, 206
international telephone calls were known to have been made by the leaders of the 9/11 hijacking plot after
they arrived in the United States — including 29 to Germany, 32 to Saudi Arabia and 66 to Syria. See John
Crewdson, Germany says 9/11 hijackers called Syria, Saudi Arabia, CHIC. TRIB. (Mar. 8, 2006).
16

Terry v. Ohio, 392 U.S. 1 (1968) (holding that police can detain a suspect for a reasonable period
without probable cause to suspect a crime).
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monitoring is discontinued, however, if suspicion is reasonable then monitoring continues
under the programmatic approval. If there is probable cause to suspect that the target is
actively engaged in terrorism or is an agent of a foreign terrorist group, then a FISA
warrant issues to target that US person or source.
Conclusion: A mechanism for programmatic approvals.
What is needed is a legal mechanism for pre-approving such methods so that legitimate
foreign intelligence can be exploited and further threats identified for follow up
investigation. With programmatic approval of initial monitoring, existing FISA warrant
procedures could then be followed for targeted monitoring of identified US persons or
sources in appropriate cases based on the results of the initial automated selection done
subject to such programmatic approval.
It is beyond the scope of this essay to recommend particular mechanisms or standards for
authorizing such programmatic approvals. It has been argued that courts are ill suited,
and may be constitutionally prohibited, from such an oversight role 17 and that a statutory
executive 18 or legislative 19 authorization or oversight body should be created.
By all means let us debate who should have the authority to authorize and oversight such
intelligence gathering programs, but let us not forget that someone must, and the existing
mechanisms are inadequate. 20

17

See, e.g., David B. Rivkin, Jr. and Lee A. Casey, Commentary: Inherent Authority, WALL. ST. J.
A16 (Feb. 8, 2006) (“The federal courts can only adjudicate actual cases and controversies; they cannot
offer advisory opinions.”)
18

See, e.g., Posner, supra note 6.

19

Compare the proposed Terrorist Surveillance Act of 2006, infra note 20, that would give the
President authority to approve the NSA program subject to oversight by special Congressional committees,
with the proposed National Security Surveillance Act of 2006, infra note 20, that would extend FISA court
(FISC) jurisdiction to approve, authorize, and oversight “programs of electronic surveillance.”
See generally Sheryl Gay Stolberg, Senate Chairman Splits With Bush on Spy Program, N.Y. TIMES (Feb.
18, 2006); Shaun Waterman, Senators to publish bills on NSA wiretap, UPI (Mar. 8, 2006); Scott Shane
and David D. Kirkpatric, G.O.P. Plan Would Allow Spying Without Warrants, N.Y. TIMES (Mar. 9, 2006).
20

See K. A. Taipale & James Jay Carafano, Commentary: Fixing Foreign Intelligence Surveillance,
WASH. TIMES (Jan. 24, 2006).
On March 16, 2006, Senators Mike DeWine (R-OH), Lindsey Graham (R-SC), Chuck Hagel (R-NE), and
Olympia Snowe (R-ME) introduced the Terrorist Surveillance Act of 2006, under which the President
would be given certain additional limited statutory authority to conduct electronic surveillance of suspected
terrorists in the United States subject to enhanced Congressional oversight. See Katherine Shrader, GOP
Senators Introduce Eavesdropping Bill, AP (March 16, 2006). Also on March 16, 2006, Senator Arlen
Specter (R-PA) introduced The National Security Surveillance Act of 2006, which would amend FISA to
provide FISA court jurisdiction to review, authorize, and oversight "electronic surveillance programs".
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FISA’s Failings
By Shane Harris

■ The law on electronic eavesdropping is behind the times
and on shaky legal ground.
■ The borderless nature
of terrorism and global
communications has blurred
the foreign/domestic divide.
■ Can lawmakers learn
enough about the NSA’s
domestic eavesdropping
to control it?

A

mong the threats facing the National Security Agency are Al Qaeda, the Iraqi insurgency, and eBay.
Yes, eBay, the online auction
house. Not because its members sell state
secrets, but because of a company that
eBay purchased last year—Skype.
Skype is an online service that lets people converse through their computers. Its
75 million users place voice calls over the
Internet. The calls sound clear. They’re
free, because phone carriers aren’t used.
And because of the Internet’s diffused architecture and its facility for privacy,
Skypesters’ identities, their locations, and
the substance of their conversations can be
undetectable. This is not what the NSA’s
worldwide eavesdroppers want to hear.
Skype and other widely used Internet
communications devices, including email, threaten the NSA’s ability to gather
intelligence and to do so legally. For more
than four years, without warrants and by
order of President Bush, the agency has
hunted for terrorists by intercepting communications between people in the United States and people abroad possibly connected to terrorism. The legality of that
order is being hotly debated in Congress.
Bush says that the 27-year-old Foreign Intelligence Surveillance Act, which governs

■ Technology Law Expert

The FISA law
did not
anticipate
the development of global communications networks.

“

—Kim Taipale
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domestic eavesdropping for intelligence
purposes, doesn’t adequately address Internet-based communications. In the
opinion of some legal scholars and intelligence practitioners, lawmakers haven’t
faced this fact. Until they do, the NSA remains on shaky legal ground and at a
strategic disadvantage against terrorists,
who may rely on the Internet above all
other tools for plotting their attacks.

W

hen FISA became law in 1978,
even rudimentary e-mail was
years away from use. The law “did
not anticipate the development of global
communications networks,” according to
Kim Taipale, a technology law scholar and
a member of the Task Force on National
Security in the Information Age, a nonpartisan panel supported by the Markle
Foundation that has produced widely
praised assessments of technology’s role
in counter-terrorism.
“Thirty years ago … it made sense to
speak exclusively about the interception
of a targeted communication—one in
which there were usually two known ends
and a [phone line] that could be ‘tapped,’ ”
Taipale writes in an upcoming essay for
the New York University Review of Law and
Security. Phone calls travel over a dedicated circuit, in easily traced paths. But Internet communications are broken down
into discrete units, called packets, that
swirl through the global network along
different, sometimes circuitous routes before being reassembled at their destination. If placing a phone call can be likened
to mailing someone a letter, sending an email is like cutting that letter into 50
pieces and dividing them among several
couriers, and then asking the couriers to
reassemble the letter upon delivery.
To intercept packets, devices called
“sniffers” are placed at various communication nodes to scan traffic as it passes,
looking for interesting packets and, hope-
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■ Harder to Wiretap

■ Meg Whitman, eBay’s president, stands with
Niklas Zennstrom, CEO of Skype, a company
that transmits telephone calls over the Internet
and that eBay purchased in 2005.

curs only when at least one party to a communication is outside the United States.

B

ut how can the NSA be sure? Graham explained that a terrorist sending an e-mail from Iraq could mask
his location by sending the message
through a sort of gateway, known as a user
agent, which hands off the message to an
Internet service provider. If the user agent
is based in, say, California, then the service provider thinks the message came
from California, not Iraq, Graham said.
It’s unclear to what extent Internet
service providers are cooperating with the
NSA. But in Graham’s example, it’s possible to see how the agency might think that
a message that originated overseas was
purely domestic, and hence ignore it. Officials have said that the NSA doesn’t intercept communications without warrants
when both parties are inside the United
States. So, theoretically, a terrorist in Iraq
could communicate undetected with a
terrorist in California.
In his essay, Taipale writes that FISA
“contemplates only a single threshold
for authorizing interception”—reason to
believe that someone is an agent of a foreign power.
According to officials familiar with the
NSA program, the agency broadly monitors information such as an e-mail’s
route—at least as much as can be traced—
and the time of day it was sent to establish
patterns of suspicious activity. These patterns can be detected through automated
programs and without humans seeing the

data. With “some approved procedure that identifies potential threats
and allows for some limited followup,” the NSA program could be regulated, Taipale maintains.
Precedent exists for such limited
but legal searches and surveillance.
Under a “Terry stop,” police officers
can briefly detain someone for questioning and conduct a limited patdown search if they have “reasonable
suspicion” to believe the person may
be involved in a crime. It is one step
short of an arrest, yet it gives police
some ability to seek more evidence.
(The name stems from the 1968
Supreme Court case, Terr y v. Ohio,
that affirmed its legality.)
“What is needed … is the electronic
surveillance equivalent of a Terry stop
… an authorized period for follow-up
monitoring or investigation of initial
suspicion derived from automated
monitoring,” Taipale says. “If the suspicion
is not justified on follow-up, monitoring is
discontinued. However, if suspicion is reasonable, then monitoring continues.”
Taipale’s essay, to be published in June,
has attracted some early response. One
FBI official called the analysis of FISA’s deficiencies “brilliant,” and a former government official experienced in intelligencegathering called Taipale’s recommendations “right on the mark.” Taipale didn’t
suggest any new legal standards for conducting limited surveillance. But in the
Terr y case, then-Chief Justice Earl Warren
set down the rules of the process: “In justifying the particular intrusion, the police
officer must be able to point to specific
and articulable facts which, taken together with rational inferences from those
facts, reasonably warrant that intrusion.”
But can lawmakers learn enough about
the NSA’s domestic eavesdropping activities to make a well-informed decision
on how to better control them? NSA’s critics say it’s premature to change FISA when
members don’t understand the program
and the Bush administration won’t reveal
its operational details. Taipale’s suggestion,
while “insightful,” is “based on pure conjecture,” said Bruce Fein, an associate deputy
attorney general in the Reagan administration. In theory, electronic surveillance
might benefit from Terry stops, Fein said,
but “what’s worrisome … is, we don’t have
a ghost of an idea what are the criteria to
trigger the NSA to target you or me.”
■
EBAY VIA GETTY IMAGES/SERGIO DIONISIO

fully, reassembling them coherently.
If the NSA has an e-mail address to
target, catching the message is relatively simple—put a sniffer near the
user’s Internet service provider.
But the NSA’s warrantless eavesdropping program also involves looking for suspicious patterns in a sea of
communications. The NSA might not
know what it’s looking for, so it has to
examine a lot of data. Put another
way, “If you can’t find the needle, you
have to take the haystack,” said Doug
Graham, a security expert with BusinessEdge Solutions and a former surveillance-systems operator with the
Royal Air Force.
The NSA’s program is fundamentally unsuited for FISA, administration officials contend. The law requires the government to develop a
reasonable basis to believe that a specific individual or a source is an agent
of a foreign power, and then apply to a
special court for authorization to pursue
that target. It’s a “cumbersome mechanism” that doesn’t provide for technical
methods such as automated packet sniffing, which could uncover suspicious activity in the first place, Taipale writes.
Legislative efforts to address the NSA
program have come from Sen. Mike
DeWine, R-Ohio, and Senate Judiciary
Committee Chairman Arlen Specter, RPa., who rejects the Bush administration’s
argument that the FISA court has no jurisdiction over what the White House calls
the “terrorist surveillance program.”
Specter wants the court to review the program, and DeWine would place limits on
NSA’s warrantless work. But neither senator proposes making significant amendments to FISA itself, and they provide no
new approach that would make new kinds
of eavesdropping legal and yet still allow
for monitoring by the courts.
“FISA is triggered by foreign intelligence
collection conducted ‘within the United
States’ or against ‘U.S. persons,’ ” Taipale
writes. But by design, the Internet recognizes no boundaries, and it treats anonymity and deregulation as attributes. Ordinarily, the NSA must answer two questions before it can eavesdrop: Where is the target,
and what is his nationality? “The borderless
nature of terrorist threats and global communications has made place-of-collection
and U.S. personhood an increasingly unworkable basis” for gathering intelligence,
Taipale argues. Still, the Bush administration insists that warrantless surveillance oc-
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